
Differentiation 
 
The National Curriculum Council defined differentiation as ‘the process by which curriculum 
objectives, teaching methods, assessment methods, resources and learning activities are 
planned to cater for the needs of individual pupils.’ In short, ensure every student is able to 
learn and progress to their maximum potential.  
The results of effective differentiation are well documented, it is a focus of Ofsted and 
‘removal of barriers’ and ‘stretch and challenge’ are common phrases in any teaching and 
learning conversation but differentiation continues to be an area many teachers wish to 
improve. The main problem encountered . . . time. Many strategies reap rewards but are time 
consuming to prepare. With this in mind the following strategies are suggested in two 
categories quick and to plan for. Some strategies can be used immediately others should be 
built into long term and department planning. 
Quick 

• Seating plan –‘ kaganise it’, mix abilities 1 high ability next to and  
opposite 2 middle ability and 1 lower abilitiy student. Change it  
depending on activity with cooperative lessons or group, high/  
low abilities together for certain tasks/support distribution. 

• Pace/time – adjust time limits depending on activity, wait time for questioning. Allow 
time for review so students can identify their own next steps for development 
(independent learning). 

• Use of TA – read text, write visual prompts and spellings. Added 
explanation/scaffolding for tasks. Ask the teaching assistant to work with a high 
ability group while teacher works with the rest. 

• Learning objectives – must, should, could, Bronze Silver Gold – outcomes should have 
success criteria to enable student to self-assess progress. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

• Organisation – locations of resources – access to dictionaries/keywords/ 
whiteboards/paper for drafting and planning/rough working out. 

• Cooperative learning – think, pair, share. 
• Questioning – higher order questioning – can insure this with differentiated random 

questioning techniques colour coding levels/abilities (not quick to make but once made 
easy to work in). 

• Outcome – amount of work completed in the allowed time, complexity of work. Type of 
work – create a poster vs create a pamphlet/article. 
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• Scaffolding/prompts – Where the higher ability version of a table/worksheet/piece of 
text has no scaffolding/prompts and the lower ability version has thinking questions or 
statements which narrow the area of thought. Also highlighted keywords – definitions 
of difficult vocabulary etc. 

• Extension tasks – set ‘challenge factor’ or ‘super/hyper extension’ questions which 
challenge students thinking skills. Use Blooms Taxonomy as a guide. 

• Extension tasks part 2 – make the starter for next lesson to test this lessons learning 
or produce a set of questions on this learning. This challenges application skills. 

• Cloze …………for those who write ……….. .slowly activities 
 
To plan for 

• To plan multi-sensory lessons with a range of visual, auditory and kinaesthetic. 
Students with weak literacy skills often benefit most from visual and kinaesthetic 
learning. A carousel type lesson with VAK in different stations is an ideal way to 
incorporate this. Vote with your feet and opinion lines are easy ways to weave in some 
kinaesthetic tasks. 

• Plan for the most able first – then decide how you will either, alter the 
objectives/tasks for other students or build in support materials so everyone can 
achieve it top objective. This provides for all abilities well and removes the ‘add on’ 
culture of stretch and challenge. 

• Create different coloured resources which are differentiated – for example, the 
student who starts with a purple sheet will continue to use this colour of resource (the 
nature of the colour coding does not have to be shared). 

• Task ladders – have different levels of task – students progress at their own pace and 
move their name up the ladder as they go. The teacher should check the student is 
ready to move up by questioning their knowledge. Teacher and teaching assistants can 
visually assess the progress of the class and administer expert support as necessary. 

• Team captains/class experts – 2 great ways to stretch the most able. Managing group 
work requires leadership, communication and time management skills. Experts can be 
taught something and then have to teach their peers. Peer teaching requires deep 
processing and a thorough understanding of topic. 

• With the input of your teaching assistants to create literacy placemats for written 
assessments or SOW’s. These should include keywords with images and definitions 
where appropriate, connectives/ methods/ structures of writing or communication. Key 
topics so students are aware what is being covered. Teaching assistants will know what 
else students will find useful on these sheets. 

• Graphic organisers – Venn diagrams, tables, wheels, bar charts, flow diagrams, story 
boards are visual and limit the amount of writing required. 

• Build in problem solving activities to stretch the most able. For example in a card sort 
activity instead of asking students to sort cards into given categories ask them to 
make the categories. 

• Self-directed progression. Ensure students are aware of their current and target 
progress. Encourage them to choose from differentiated materials a level of work 
that challenges them. Give them freedom to alter their choice. Regular AfL will help 
students become aware of their strengths and areas to improve. 


